ABSTRACT
As the subprime credit crisis has attracted attention to financial derivative instruments, more frequently arises questions about fair value calculations. Over the time, different models had been introduced. All of those models take into account factors affecting prices. Mostly, factors used in calculations on the same type of financial instruments are approximately the same. Therefore question arises, which factor affects price more and which less, with no matter which model would be used for fair value calculations. One of financial derivative instrument types is options. Options are agreements, which give to option buyer rights to buy or sell underlying asset. While the seller or writer of option has obligation to buy or sell underlying asset. This research aims to explore the impact of factors on option fair value calculations and evaluate most important ones from those, which could be chosen by option buyer or seller. To reach the aim of research following tasks are developed: 1) review of fair value calculation models; 2) compare results of usage of different models and changes in affecting factors; 3) highlight differences between option price affecting factors, models used in calculations and results provided. Research includes literature review and analysis of option pricing results. Option price calculations are based on historical option prices, using black-Scholes and Binomial option pricing models.
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Introduction
Questions about most appropriate valuation models, to ensure impossibility of customer delusion, arises time by time. As all painful questions, they come to light after crisis situations. This has happened also with fair value calculations as the current global situation in financial markets has become tenser after subprime credit crisis.

The aim of this article is to show importance of both market factors and models used in option fair value calculations.

The object of the research is option fair value models.

The tasks of the paper are as follows:
- To review theoretical background of fair value calculation models.
- To compare results of model usage in stock option valuation on different factors.
- To highlight differences between option price affecting factors, models used in calculations and results provided.

In order to achieve the tasks of the paper theoretical and empirical research methods are used. For option pricing model research was used analysis of scientific publications and option price calculation of quoted stock options.
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The structure of the paper is as follows. The first section provides theoretical description of option fair value calculations and factors affecting results. The second section uses models discussed in first section to analyse factor importance differences. At the conclusion, author gives summary of calculation result and factor influences.

1. Theoretical Background

Generally, derivative contracts are divided into two subsections: those who cover obligations to sell or buy underlying asset and those who gives right to sell or buy underlying asset. Among first group are derivative instruments as forwards, futures and swaps. As main representative of second division is option agreement. An option is a financial instrument that gives one party the right, but not the obligation, to buy or sell an underlying asset from or to another party at a fixed price over a specific period of time (Chance, 2003: 6).

Option contracts have separate types, which are reflected to:

1. Underlying asset, e.g., stock options, commodity options and FX options.
2. Trading market (Exchange traded options and over the counter options).
3. Exercise time, e.g., American or European options. American type options can be exercised at any time upon maturity date, therefore European type options can be exercised only at expiration of option contract.

Therefore all option types have common descriptive values:

- Effective date – date, when option contract starts.
- Maturity date – date, when option contract stops working.
- Strike price – price at which underlying asset could be sold or bought.
- Underlying asset – asset on which base price is calculated – it’s current price and the volatility.
- Risk-free interest rate.

Despite specifics of each of option types, all of them have market value by which option contract counterparties can determine their advantage or disadvantage of taking step into derivative contract. For valuing option contracts fair value should be determined.

Option pricing includes usage of price volatility parameter. The volatility parameter can be estimated either from historical data (historical volatility) or implied from the European options (implied volatility) (Muzzioli, Reynaerts, 2008: 141). For more precise market price determination implied volatility should be used, as it implies future value expectations. However, implied volatility calculated from option pricing models did not reflect underlying assets volatility. Implied volatilities vary with strikes and maturities, which are respectively known as the smile effect and the term structure (Deng, Yu, Yang, 2008: 17).

Both factors are known as Markov process. A Markov process is a stochastic process where only the present value of the variable is relevant for predicting the future (Coelen, 2002: 4).

Another problem of obtaining the volatility of the underlying asset from the Black-Scholes formula was noted into Chargoy-Corona and Ibarra-Valdezand research. They concluded that given market option values has become a very important issue in Finance, and hence there have been developed two main lines of research, one quite theoretical, and the other very practical. Both assume the impossibility of obtaining closed form solutions for the implied volatility in stock market are well-known evidences that market prices reflect the present price and information are absorbed at the notice (Chargoy-Corona, Ibarra-Valdezand, 2006: 687).

GianlucaVagnani also noted that using the Black–Scholes option pricing model, if to plot the implied volatility as a function of the exercise price, should be obtained a horizontal straight line. This implies that all options for buying or selling the same underlying asset with the same expiration date, but with different exercise prices, should have the same implied volatility. This is not, however, what occurs in practice in option markets worldwide. The implied volatility presents a strong U-shaped pattern, as the call option goes from deep in-the-money to at-the-money and then to deep out-of-the-money, or as the put option goes from deep out-of-the-money to at-the-money and then to deep in-the-money (Vagnani, 2009: 103).
1.1. Black-Scholes Option Pricing Model

The most popularity gained option pricing model is Black-Scholes model (a.k.a. Black-Scholes-Merton model). It was introduced by Fisher Black, Myron Scholes and Robert Merton in 1970. In nowadays, it is considered to be backbone of option pricing as such.

Black-Scholes model uses following formulas (Hull, 2009: 291):

\[
C = S_0 N(d_1) - Ke^{-rT} N(d_2)
\]

\[
P = Ke^{-rT} N(-d_2) - S_0 N(-d_1)
\]

Where

\[
d_1 = \frac{\ln\left(\frac{S_0}{K}\right) + \left(r + \frac{\sigma^2}{2}\right)T}{\sigma\sqrt{T}}
\]

\[
d_2 = \frac{\ln\left(\frac{S_0}{K}\right) + \left(r - \frac{\sigma^2}{2}\right)T}{\sigma\sqrt{T}} = d_1 - \sigma\sqrt{T}
\]

\[C\] = European call price;
\[P\] = European put price;
\[S_0\] = Stock price at time zero;
\[K\] = Strike price;
\[r\] = Continuously compounded risk-free rate;
\[\sigma\] = Stock price volatility;
\[T\] = Time to maturity of the option.

The Black-Scholes model follows to assumptions called “ideal conditions”:

- The short-term interest rate is known an discontent through time.
- The stock price follow Sarandon walk on continuous time with a Varian cerate proportional to the square of the stock price. Thus the distribution of possible stock price sat the end of any finite interval is lognormal. The Varian cerate of there turn on the stock is constant (Clarkson, 1995: 1128).

Basically, model was used for determination of option’s price. However, Black-Scholes model can be used for risk measurement and management purposes. In risk management processes often are used delta measurement. Delta can be used to train risk assets management. One option is selling party sold to avoid risk, must take this risk, selling party. When the strategies of risk control, buy a train of proper share with its assets, and train a hedge. (Zhao, Xue, Wu, 2011: 3793). This risk management side of model usage has become even more popular after financial crisis, which caused even larger attention to it.

1.2. Binomial Option Pricing Model

Binomial option pricing model is one of the simplest methods for valuing options. Binomial option pricing model tree consists of possibilities for price (S) to either go up (uS) or down (dS) (see Figure 1).
It was introduced by John C. Cox, Stephen A. Ross and Mark Rubinstein, in 1979. In binomial option pricing model it is assumed that the stock price follows a multiplicative binomial process over discrete periods, the interest rate is constant, individuals may borrow or lend as much as they wish at this rate and that there are no taxes, transaction costs, or margin requirements (Cox, Ross and Rubinstein, 1979: 232).

N. Schumacher in his research concluded that most important type of model misspecification is the assumption of constant interest rates. He proposed that a significant improvement could be made if it were assumed that investors are indeed risk-neutral given the assumed constant interest rate environment (Schumacher, 1999: 20).

Binomial option pricing models basically was introduced for European option pricing. However, with increasing demand for American style options, there have been made parameterization of the binomial tree to provide possibility to price both, European and American style options.

2. Main Results of Research

In financial markets, there is possibility to choose strike price and expiration time. Both of those factors affect market price calculations, no matter what type of pricing model is used.

Research of this paper was based on that how differences of optional factors impact option price calculated and those provided in exchange market. Although results differ from one to another option, there have been common trend observed. Calculations based on changes of call option strike prices, give results that both models are close to market price, when strike price is above underlying asset’s price, but quite far for lower strike prices (see example in Figure 2). However, the greatest differences are produced by Binomial option pricing model.

Absolutely different situation, when calculations are based on put options. Mostly, there are no material differences for both, Black-Scholes and Binomial option pricing models (see example in Figure 3).
As previously discussed in the paper, option prices are affected also by expiration date – on the fact how long is option’s residual time. There have been seen more uncertainties than for strike price changes, there is larger differences in results calculated. When strike price is above underlying stock price, results from both models are almost the same as market price available, with no matter what is option’s residual time (see example in Figure 4). However, for shorter term call options price calculated by Black-Scholes option pricing model is same as provided by exchange, but Binomial model gives price equal to zero.
Quite similar situation for options with higher strike price, then underlying stock price, is for put options (see example in Figure 5). The difference in shorter term options are not so large as for call options, but anyway there have been seen tendencies for Black-Scholes model to provide more closer to real market prices.

For options with strike price below underlying stock price, there have been observed huge differences between option pricing models used and residual time left (see example in Figure 6). The most unrealistic
Results were calculated using Binomial option pricing model. Although Black-Scholes model gives closer results, they are more than twice larger than prices provided by exchange.

For put options with lower strike price than underlying stock’s price, results provided by using Black-Scholes model are one by one with market rates (see example in Figure 7). However, Binomial model tends to provide lower prices for almost all length options.
Above provided examples of option pricing results, gives insight that most probably in some market conditions other factors gives larger impact. Uncertainties in results could be related with market tendencies to include fundamental information into value creation of financial instruments, known as relative value.

Conclusions

If we assume perfect market conditions and ignore possibility of model errors, such as fat-tails, then research on option pricing with different factors gives conclusion that in most of cases, Black-Scholes model are more precise. It gives closer results to real market prices provided by exchanges, than Binomial pricing model. Therefore, it could be thought that Black-Scholes model could be used not only for assuming real value of option already owned, but also for selecting appropriate option trading strategy.

For stock call options with the same exercise date and different strike prices, both – Black-Scholes and Binomial option pricing models gives approximately the same results, when strike price is above stock spot price. Quite similar are also results for call options with same strike price and different exercise dates, where results from both models are also similar, when strike price exceeds spot price.

For put options, most similar results from both models and very close to market prices are provided for options with the same exercise time and different strike prices and for options with different exercise prices where strike price exceeds spot price.

However, it cannot be excluded that errors on models exist. For more precise option valuation, there should be made assumptions and evaluation on every factor used in pricing models. The most precise calculations would come from amalgamation of different models, such as Value at Risk approaches.
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